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Building products requires strategic decisions as well as detailed feature decisions. For many 

companies, these methodologies are described in their Product Governance Process. Agile 

without appropriate governance is unlikely to deliver much business value.  The agility of the 

new paradigm cannot be leveraged for business flexibility if the product calendar1 has been 

committed far into the future. Currently, changes in the market and in the accuracy of the 

solution can only be reacted to with great disruption to customer commitments, engineering 

plans, and market positioning. Overloading of development creates many missed expectation 

and poor morale.  Adapting the Product Governance Process to be Agile will provide business 

flexibility and agility that are needed, but were never there before. 

A good Product  Governance process strives to create as little burden on the teams as possible, 

manage a realistic roadmap, and assess the full business value of a project when it is actually 

going to be worked on, and not before.  An effective timely decision making process provides 

guidance to the various teams in a way that motivates the team to deliver the results by 

providing the right decisions in a timely manner.  Agile Product Governance is an active 

responsibility with frequent meetings that make product priority decisions frequently, perhaps 

for every Sprint.  Good Governance makes it possible to react to the business needs with “Just 

in Time” decisions that are being made without the chaos and conflict that arises today when 

change in direction is needed. Business needs flexibility and the Product Governance Process 

needs to have the flexibility built in. 

Many aspects of Product Governance will need to be re-thought:  product strategy, product 

requests, estimates, release planning, customer commitments, making decisions, and limiting 

commitments. The changes will increase the flexibility of the organization, reduce overhead, 

and wasted effort, while producing better product earlier and increasing revenue.  The 

Governance Team itself may need to be changed in order to accommodate the needed 

flexibility and detailed issues.  The fact that the Governance causes many of the problems is not 

generally understood or easily accepted. Even though product delivery projects are notoriously 

wrong, changing those habits will not be easy.  Understanding the underlying mechanisms of 

development can help in this transition. 

                                                           
1
 Also called the Product Roadmap or Release Plan 
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If you look at Agile SCRUM from a high level, it accomplishes many aspects of Lean Software 

Development that need to be reflected in the Governance Process.  It is components below, 

coupled with the ones listed farther down, that need to be re-enforced by a Governance 

Process.  Understanding the underlying components will help in being able to design your Agile 

friendly Product Governance Process: 

1. SCRUM controls the Work in Process very tightly by capping the amount of work the 

group takes on in a Sprint as a function of what they are able to accomplish.   

2. SCRUM measures the team’s velocity, so the capacity of the team is known and usable 

in planning. 

3. SCRUM eliminates the interference of the team by eliminating interruptions.  

4. SCRUM manages the size of the batches of work that are given to the team.  

5. SCRUM allows the team to decide on the capacity utilization they are willing to take on 

in any Sprint.  

6. SCRUM is a continuous improvement process that becomes more productive over time. 

7. SCRUM has complete visibility to what the team has done and how well it has done the 

work. 

8. Most importantly, SCRUM causes the individuals on the team to both coalesces as a 

team and to increase the professionalism by which they operate.  

How do these items influence a Governance Process? A big part of any Governance Process is 

dealing with the long list of requests for changes and additions that result in a product plan.  

The Governance Process manages these requests, as well as all the past requests that are on 

the backlog somewhere. The cost of dealing with these proposals is much more disruptive than 

is commonly understood and is the essence of how the Governance Process can negatively 

affect an organization. Reacting to these change requests is generally done on an exception 

basis as a high-priority interrupt, with an answer being needed on a short period.  The people 

involved in the estimation are pulled off working on their commitments reducing their 

contribution to their current release. Their workloads are often not reduced to accommodate 

the expense and disruption of estimation.  In addition, since many of these requests are never 

actually delivered to customers, much of this work is wasted cost to the company. 

A large problem with bad governance is the wasted time people spend on early stage decision 

making that is likely to change before it ever goes into development:   

1. It would be far better to make these decisions without involving people committed to 

other projects and to not interrupt the people delivering product. Finding 

methodologies that allow the initial filters to be made without involving many people, 
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particularly those people producing product, is a much more efficient way of driving this 

part of the Governance Process.  

2. At this stage, estimates are usually good for “order of magnitude” decisions even 

though the effort put into them is very detailed. As a consequence they represent a 

great deal of work and disruption for little real value. It is far better to recognize the fact 

that they are order of magnitude and reducing the level of details while not engaging 

the teams. 

3. Making too many decisions ahead of time clogs up the flexibility of the company with 

work that, over time, will lose priority and probably not be done. As time passes, these 

old projects that were once high priority lose their importance to new projects coming 

into view that are more important. Filling out the product calendar with all of these 

commitments that are now lower priority creates congestion, wastes labor,  reduces 

flexibility, creates more useless inventory of work that will not be used, and makes the 

whole process more complex every time the decision needs to be made. De-committing 

to product capabilities is a painful and costly activity that is usually avoided.  

4. Managing to the capacity of the underlying development organization is critical to 

efficient and effective delivery. Without knowledge of the teams capacity the work 

requested will exceed the work delivered, creating problems for all involved.  There is a 

rhythm to asking development to do work and the governance process needs to be part 

of that rhythm. 

5. The whole planning effort often treats the teams like puppets on a string, changing their 

priorities in a way that demoralizes the participants.  SCRUM’s self-organizing teams and 

increased professionalism drives in the direction of treating the team differently than in 

older methodologies.  It is better to use the Agile flexibility methodology in the 

governance process and only drive work that is going to be shipped down at the Sprint 

boundaries.  Waiting to make these decisions until such a time as the product owners 

are ready to make use of those decisions and move forward and start work has broad 

increases output of the company, improves moral, reduces waste, and increases 

revenue and profitability. Only put effort in those things that have a high probability of 

making it to the end, in the near future. 

 

Don Reinertsen’s book, The Principles of Product Development Flow: Second Generation Lean 

Product Development provides the underlying principles behind SCRUM, as well as other Agile 

methodologies.  Defining these core principles makes it easier to translate Governance 

Processes actions into development efficiencies.  That is, the obstacles outlined by Reinertsen 

are controlled by the Governance Process, and thus reforming it will improve the entire 
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process. A good Product Governance Process manages these items towards an improved more 

flexible and efficient system.   

Many of the terms and concepts below are familiar in that they are also concepts in managing 

manufacturing.  While the concepts are often similar, they are tailored to the principles of 

product development:   

1. Queue length of the backlog – long lists of features take labor to produce and process 
but create confusion, and reflect decisions and commitments that need to be managed 
and perhaps undone.  Prune your backlog and get rid of items that have been on it for a 
long time, accept that they are really low priority and will never be delivered. 

2. Work in Process – product development has a fixed capacity, called the Work in 
Process.  It reflects the number of projects2 that can be tackled in one Sprint or Release. 
It is more efficient to match the work being given to development than to overload it 
with more work than it can handle.  Much like a congested highway, too much load on 
the developers clogs up the whole system. 

3. Batch sizes of the work items – each project is a different size and generally small 
projects can get through the development process more quickly and easily than large 
items.  The Governance process needs to manage the number of big and little items 
being worked on to maximize business value. 

4. Capacity Utilization - much has been written about keeping the development engineers 
fully engaged and busy. It turns out that high utilization of development creates 
congestion and keeps work from being completed.  Again, this is similar to a highway 
with just too many cars, things get backed up. 

5. Multiplexing and Interrupting- Allowing people to get to the end of their projects 
without multiplexing or interruptions improves morale and productivity.  There is a high 
cost to asking engineers to switch context before they are finished with the item on 
their list.  It increases faults while slowing down the development process. Keeping 
items small helps reduce the need to interrupt because items complete more quickly 
and then the new items can be tackled. 

6. Professionalism - Giving engineers control over the work they are responsible for will 
cause them to rise to the occasion and become more professional. Cramming work into 
engineering creates the opposite.   

7. Completed Work - Defects in products is a problem that must be managed.  By only 
counting work that is complete and tested, a clear message is sent to the whole 
organization: make it shippable or it does not count. 

8. Visibility (Kanban3) – In addition to transparency being a requirement of development 
environments, there is a clear need to create mechanisms that make it obvious and easy 
to see what is going on at any time.  The daily activity of most product development is 
not readily observable by anyone other than the developer. Creating mechanisms for 
continuously showing what is going on is a critical factor in synchronizing the 

                                                           
2
 Tasks, user stories, fixes,… 

3
 See David Anderson “Kanban: Successful Evolutionary Change for Your Technology Business” 
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organization and establishing an Agile lean methodology.  This area has received much 
attention of late and there are many methodologies and tools available to assist in 
providing real visibility. 

9. Just in Time decision-making - given the need to manage the items listed above, the 
Governance Process must be aligned with the activity in the development organization 
and make decisions on a regular cadence that is in sync with the Sprints being managed. 
Changing the timing and frequency of decision making is the hardest part of the new 
Product Governance model because those making the decision will need to spend more 
time on these decisions than in the past.  The payback is greater flexibility and better 
market fit with the output of development.  It can have very large rewards when done 
properly. 

 

If we look at Product Governance as management of work items through a set of steps we can 

probably see the connection more easily. Doing the things that good governance requires takes 

time from the decision makers and so needs to be planned in such a way that those with 

decision making responsibility have the time to do an effective job.  Being part of the 

Governance Process is not an honorific, but a key pillar of the product decisions in the 

company. The decision makers need to make time to participate in this critical set of decisions. 

The output of governance is to create work for the development teams that results in profitable 

revenue. Clogging up the product calendar with too many items reduces business flexibility. 

Doing it badly creates business problems. Thus, the design of the Product Governance Process 

needs to accommodate a different cadence of making decisions. The questions below are 

intended to be an aid in thinking about Governance in a different way:  

1. Work items show up at the door of each governance group 
a. What processes is in place to filter out all of the things that will never be done?  
b. Are the people making the initial decisions able to put in enough time in to make 

good decisions? Should making these decisions have a larger allocation of their 
expected workday? 

c. Are the people making decisions strong enough to say "no" to those requests 
that are truly lower priority? 

d. What is the initial process of estimation? Is it one that is effective, high level and 
inexpensive? 

e. Do you know the maximum number of requests that can be handled by your 
process simultaneously? How do you manage the load of requests coming in? 

f. Are there priority categories for different types of requests? 
g. Do you know the capacity of your engineering organization so you have some 

ability to estimate what they're able to accomplish in the coming planning cycle, 
without interrupting them?  

2. Decisions need to be made 
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a. What is the nature of the decision being made? Are they delivering 
commitments to the feature requester? 

b. Given that things are often de-committed, how far into the future should your 
commitments go? 

c. How are you going to deal with the commitments customer’s invariably want 
make for future delivery of product? If you make these commitments, how do 
you assure they actually happen? 

d. At what level of detail should the higher-level governance group make decisions 
that are passed on to the lower level group? 

e. How are the decisions coordinated with the lower level group so that 
overloading does not occur? 

f. How are the decisions minimized so that new work that is truly high priority can 
make it through without being disruptive?  

g. Do you remove existing product calendar items when you add new ones? 
h. Are you managing the total Work in Process? Do you know that WIP capacity of 

your organization? 
i. Do you know the Velocity of the organization? 
j. Are people bound to follow the decisions that have been made? 

3. Decision hierarchies are inevitable 
a. How does each of the layers in the hierarchy maintain their ability to manage 

their destiny in the face of the groups above giving them work? 
b. How are decisions moved down so that those with the most expertise in that 

area can make the right decisions? 
c. Have you clearly defined who gets to make what kinds of decisions and where 

people's autonomies are? 
d. How do you empower the people at each layer of the decision process so they 

do not feel like they are being ordered about? How do you maintain 
professionalism? 

e. Do you have effective processes for appealing decisions? 
4. Make things obvious 

a. What is the reporting scheme that allows the people at all levels to see what 
they need to see on a regular basis so that they're not left in the dark? 

b. How are these reporting mechanisms designed so that they provide valuable 
information without intimidating those who believe they're being measured 
intrusively? 

c. Does everyone have access to these reports? 
d. Are they useful and continually evolving? 

5. Get buy-in 
a. Does your process provide the ability for the development team to accept the 

work and reject what they believe they cannot do for any given cycle? 
b. Does  your recognize that you can fix only two of the following: 

i. Date 
ii. Resources 
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iii. Functionality 
c. Does the Governance Process provide a give and take for finalizing what is on the 

next release? 
d. Is there a process that finds the problems at plan time and resolves risks and 

conflicts before commitments are made? 
 

I hope that this short note has provided food for thought about how to think about a 

Governance solution so that the work and control involved align well, in order to improve 

efficiency, morale, professionalism and business flexibility.   These will result in better revenue 

growth and profitability. 


